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SPECIFICATION
Install the Hush Underscreed 8 Acoustic
Install the Hush Underscreed 8 Acoustic
Membrane
overand
theblock
beam and block
Membrane
over the beam
structure.
Ensure
the Hush Underscreed
structure.
Ensure the
Hush Underscreed
is installed
per the installation
guide.
is installed
as per theas
installation
guide.
The screed
then laidisover
theover
Hushthe the Hush
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thenthelaid
Underscreed
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No screed should
Underscreed
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No screed should
bridge the beam and block construction.
bridge the beam and block construction.
The perimeters of the screed are to be
the screed
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the Hush RDof
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Install the Hush MF Ceiling to the underside
of the beam
andthe
block
construction.
Install
Hush
MF Ceiling to the underside
Ensure aof150mm
void isand
created
from
the
the beam
block
construction.
underside of the beam and block to the
Ensure a 150mm void is created from the
back of the plasterboard lining.

Beam and
block concrete
Beam andstructure

block concrete
structureHUSH SLAB 100
Sound absorber

underside of the beam and block to the

HUSH SLAB 100
Sound absorber

2 Layers
12.5mm gyproc
soundbloc
plasterboard

Install the
Hush
Sound Absorber
back
ofSlab
the100
plasterboard
lining.
within the Hush MF Ceiling System.

2 Layers
12.5mm gyproc
soundbloc
plasterboard

HUSH MF
Ceiling System

Slab Soundbloc
100 Sound Absorber
Install aInstall
double the
layerHush
of 12.5mm
within
the
Hush
MF
Ceiling
System.
Plasterboard to the underside of the Hush
MF Ceiling System.

Install a double layer of 12.5mm Soundbloc
Plasterboard to the underside of the Hush
MF Ceiling System.
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3 Complies with UK Building Regulations Approved
Document E (England & Wales), Part G (Northern
Ireland) and Section 5 (Scotland)
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conversion and new build
the accuracy of these measurements.
caused by structural differences in buildings, general
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when a beam and block
structure is in place
Impact L’nT,w dB Airborne DnT,w
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andbe
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dB
dB
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to factors
site in can
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the repeatability

3 A3
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developed economical sound insulation system
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PERFORMANCE
Results based on the full Hush System HD1047 being using and installed as
listed above. All flanking paths must be treated correctly.

Impact L’nT,w dB

Airborne DnT,w
dB

Airborne DnT,w + Ctr
dB

of bothDocument
impact and E
airborne
acoustic
test results.
(England
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Therefore,
any
test
results
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considered
or Part G (Northern Ireland). Theseas
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All these factors can influence the repeatability
of both impact and airborne acoustic test results.
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